Sentence Skills Activity Two

Select the best version of the underlined part of the sentence. The first choice is the same as the original sentence. If you think the original sentence is best, choose the first answer.

1. The meals at this restaurant have so much more salt in them than the restaurant we went to last week.
   A. The meals at this restaurant have so much more salt in them than the restaurant we went to last week.
   B. The meals at this restaurant are so much saltier than the restaurant we went to last week.
   C. The meals at this restaurant have so much more salt in them than that other restaurant.
   D. The meals at this restaurant have so much more salt in them than those at the restaurant we went to last week.

2. The holiday Cinco de Mayo, a Mexican-American tradition which celebrates the Mexican repulsion of the French occupation.
   A. tradition which celebrates the Mexican repulsion of the French occupation
   B. tradition, celebrates the Mexican repulsion of the French occupation
   C. celebration of the Mexican repulsion of the French occupation
   D. celebrating of the Mexican repulsion of the French occupation

3. Tina and Marie had never seen anyone eating so loud.
   A. had never seen anyone eating so loud
   B. had never seen anyone eating so loudly
   C. never saw anyone eating so loud
   D. had never seen someone eating so loud

4. If you have questions about the schedule, please be seeing your counselor.
   A. questions about the schedule, please be seeing your counselor
   B. to ask the counselor your questions about the schedule
   C. questions about the schedule, please see your counselor
   D. a question about the schedule, be seeing your counselor

5. It is so easy to be self-published these days; it seems as though everyone has a blog.
   A. It is so easy to be self-published these days; it seems as though everyone has a blog.
   B. It is to easy to be self-published these days because it seems as though everyone has a blog.
   C. It is so easy to publish yourself these days; it seems as though everyone has a blog.
   D. It is so easy to be self-published these days; it seems as though everyone had a blog.